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Summary 

 

There is a requirement to identify the foreign particulates from pharmaceutical inhalation products, but with 

modern improved valve materials and better controlled manufacturing facilities this becomes an increasingly 

difficult analytical challenge. This publication describes Scanning Electron Microscopy -  Energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (SEM-EDS)  element-specific mapping methodology which can positively identify up to 99 Mass% 

of foreign particulates from a pMDI product. The initial sample preparation is identical to a validated light 

obscuration method and therefore sample integrity is considered to be good. The sample is then filtered onto a 

gold-coated filter for SEM-EDS mapping. The identification provides better selectivity for typical pMDI particulates 

than Raman spectroscopy and the selection rules required for identifying foreign particulates were validated by 

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) microscopy. The accurate estimate of particle size provided by SEM allows the 

data to be converted to mass% by a density correction factor. This can facilitate an accurate toxicity assessment 

on material which is orders of magnitude below the level required to ensure patient safety. 

 

Introduction 

 

The International Pharmaceutical Aerosol Consortium on Regulation and Science (IPAC-RS) has guidelines
 (1,2)

 

for levels of foreign particulates from orally inhaled and nasal drug products (OINDP).  These are derived from a 

U.S. National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for particulate matter which was established to protect 

sensitive populations, e.g., asthmatics and people with pulmonary disease. 

 

3M’s experience is that foreign particulates levels from pMDI products are typically many orders of magnitude 

below the IPAC-RS threshold, so this represents a significant analytical challenge both in terms of measuring the 

abundance of the particulates and to determine the identity of these particulates. A regulatory submission 

package for an inhalation product needs to include an estimate of the number and identity of foreign particulates 

a patient might receive so that a toxicity assessment can be performed to ensure patient safety. 

 

The most common sample preparation technique for foreign particulates from pMDIs is to fire the unit ex-valve 

into a liquid such as methanol which dissolves the other components of the formulation and leaves the foreign 

particulates as a suspension.  In this case the foreign particulates can be considered to be “methanol insolubles”. 

 

The foreign particulates can be quantified directly by techniques such as light obscuration 
(3) 

or by optical imaging 

and Rap-ID (Berlin, Germany) have developed an automated imaging system which counts foreign particulates 

after deposition onto a gold-plated filter 
(4)

.  One of the advantages of the Rap-ID system is that the filter can be 

analysed by an automated Raman spectrometer so that particles observed by the imaging system can be 

identified by the Raman vibrational spectrum. However, Raman spectroscopy is not suitable for identifying 

metallic foreign particulates or particulates which have a fluorescent component, since this interferes with the 

Raman spectrum. 

 

This publication uses a similar principle by depositing the foreign particulates onto a gold-plated filter (supplied by 

Rap-ID) but the identification is performed by SEM-EDS mapping.  Each identified particulate is sized by SEM 

and the data converted to mass% by inclusion of a density factor for each class of particulate. Fourier Transform 

Infra-red (FTIR) microscopy has been used to validate the EDS interpretation. 

 

Methodology 

 

The sample preparation for foreign particulates into a methanol slurry was performed under identical conditions to 

a validated light obscuration method in a laminar flow booth to minimise the ingress of particulates from the 

laboratory. 60 shots from a pMDI were actuated into methanol via a firing adapter. The foreign particulate 

suspension was filtered through a Rap-ID gold-plated filter using a 0.5cm diameter funnel to concentrate the 

foreign particulates into the centre of the filter.  A series of samples, blanks and controls were analysed to 

understand the likelihood of particulates form the laboratory interfering with the investigation. 

 



SEM-EDS  was performed using a Jeol JSM-6360LV scanning electron microscope in low vacuum mode at 25Pa 

pressure and 15kV accelerating voltage with an Oxford Instruments EDX Microanalysis Spectrometer 

attachment.  FTIR microscopy was performed on a Nicolet Continuum FTIR microscope with a 6700 

spectrometer and SmartOrbit attachment.  

 

Results 

 

Each filter was imaged by SEM and EDS at randomly selected sites at a magnification of x500. The element-

specific mapping process assigned colours onto the SEM image so that each particle could be assessed 

manually and characterised according to the prominent elemental species in the foreign particulate from 

elements including carbon, aluminium, iron, silicon, magnesium, fluorine, chlorine and calcium. Rules were 

established for interpreting the element-specific maps based on the colour of the particles on the combined 

elemental maps. The presence of only silicon and magnesium in a foreign particulate was used to denote talc. 

The presence of silicon, magnesium and carbon in a particle was used to denote elastomer. The presence of 

carbon without silicon and magnesium was classified as carbon-containing. The foreign particulates containing 

aluminium or iron were easily characterised. 

 

The colour representation is not easy to reproduce in black and white but examples of the element specific maps 

are included in Figure 1. The 2D size of each particle was accurately assessed from the SEM image and this 

information was also entered onto a database. This process was repeated for a range of batches of 

manufactured pMDI product at start and end of life.   
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Figure 1 – Elemental maps for a) silicon b) magnesium, c) carbon and d) aluminium  

 

A significant number of foreign particulates previously identified by EDS were further analysed by FTIR 

microscope to compare the vibrational spectrum with reference spectra of materials expected to be present in the 

product, including valve and canister components, see Figure 2.  The FTIR spectra for these foreign particulates 

validated the elemental mapping approach for identification of particulates. 

 



 

 
 

Figure 2 – Element maps for a) silicon, b) magnesium and c) carbon and 

d) the FTIR spectra of the 3 particulates identified in the elemental maps. 

 

1328 foreign particulates were identified by SEM-EDS mapping (Figure 3) and this was considered 

representative of the foreign particulates for the product. There was a very low abundance of foreign particulates 

with other elemental species (eg calcium and fluorine) and it is considered these were most likely introduced 

during laboratory testing. 

 

   

Figure 3  – Identification of foreign particulates               Figure 4 – Mass % of foreign particulates after                

based  on elemental mapping (total 1328 particles).            correcting for size and density of each particle. 



Once entered in the database it was simple to use the SEM size to calculate a predicted volume for each particle 

on the assumption that it was a spheroid.  The positive identification of each particle allowed this volume to be 

converted to a mass, according to a density for the class of particulate (Table 1) and this was normalised to give 

a relative quantity of the foreign particulates in Mass% (Figure 4). 

 

Particle Type  Assumed density (g/cm
3
) 

Talc 2.7 

EPDM rubber 1.3 

Iron-containing 8.0 

Aluminium containing 2.7 

Carbon-containing 0.9 

other 0.9 

 

Table 1 – Assumed density of foreign particulates 

 

Discussion 

 

The sample preparation was similar to the validated light obscuration method for quantifying foreign particulates 

and there is high confidence the foreign particulates observed by SEM-EDS were representative of the product.  

 

The majority of foreign particulates (96 Mass%) were easily classified from the elemental mapping as being talc, 

elastomer, iron-containing, aluminium-containing. There were a small number of particulates (3.1 Mass%) which 

were carbon-containing. FTIR spectra gave a good fit for cellulose on some of these foreign particulates and 

these are most likely laboratory based since it is impossible to avoid cellulose contamination in a laboratory 

environment. Less than one percent of the particles contained other elements such as calcium and fluorine and 

these are also most likely contamination from the laboratory and glassware.  

 

For this application EDS identification has high selectivity for the foreign particulates as compared to Raman 

spectroscopy because it is able to identify the metallic particles and is not affected by fluorescence. The high 

confidence in particle identification allows the allocation of a density factor for each particle. This combined with 

an estimate of particle size from SEM, allows the data to be converted to mass%. 

 

Conclusions  

 

The high level of foreign particulate identification and the ability to accurately measure the size of each particle 

and assign a density provides a very high confidence of foreign particulate characterisation. The FTIR 

microscopy validated the interpretation of the element-mapping rules. 

 

Although the foreign particulate level in pMDI products is extremely low, the SEM-EDS mapping methodology 

was able to positively characterise 99 Mass% of the foreign particulates. 96 Mass% of the identified foreign 

particulates were expected since they were characteristic of valve and can components.  There will always be 

trace levels of particles present in a laboratory environment and these will interfere with the analysis. 

 

These data show the foreign particulate sample preparation technique is robust and the identification by SEM-

EDS is more selective for this application than Raman Spectroscopy. This, in turn, allows a more accurate toxicity 

assessment to be preformed to ensure patient safety. 
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